
Beauchamp House Surgery Patient Participation Group meeting minutes: 28th July 2015

1. Attendees & apologies 

Attendees: Staff: Dr Hannah Ebdon Partner (HE); Katie Francis Practice Manager (KF) 

 Patients: PO, CP, ES, JB, DW (chair), BF (acting chair), TB (minutes)  

 New attendees: None 

Apologies:  YA, RS & FW 

2. Welcome to any new or prospective members  

3. Minutes of the last meeting 

4. Matters arising from the last minutes 

5. Chairmanship / membership 

6. Communications to & from patients, including the website 

The Group welcomed Dr Ebdon to her first PPG meeting. There were no new members. -

The 2nd June minutes were amended under Section 6 to include the number of website 
visits. Otherwise the minutes were agreed. KF

All covered below. -

• DW has agreed to be Group Chair and TB has agreed to do the minutes and send 
out the agenda. -

• KF mentioned that the core group is not representative of the patient mix of the 
surgery, e.g. there are no young mums. Dr Dilley had mentioned the possibility of 
setting up a twitter account to encourage involvement by the younger generation. 
However it was felt that this might end up just being a vehicle for complaints and as 
such would not achieve the desired outcome. As an alternative the practice are to 
consider handing out notes to a targeted selection of patients inviting them to get 
involved with the PPG. BF mentioned young mums were involved some time ago 
but found the then lunch time meeting difficult, but now the group meet in the 
evening it may be more accessible to them. Ideas to be discussed further by the 
practice staff and implemented once strategy agreed upon.

KF

• TB noted that the website refers to PPG core, egroup and patient reference group 
and thought this was confusing. KF will standardise where necessary as part of the 
updating of the website which is still being worked through. 

KF
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7. Newsletter 

8. Funding 

9. Specimen tests without an appointment 

10. Diabetes support 

• The summer newsletter has been published on the website. However the draft had 
not been proof read by the core group. Any changes required should be advised to 
KF who will arrange amendments.

Core

• Pharmacy issues were discussed with KF saying that patients don’t seem to realise 
that prescriptions still take a week. In particular the Boots electronic system has an 
extra stage in their process and this has caused difficulties. The surgery have recently 
been working with the Boots Area manager and things are starting to improve.

KF

a) Mid Essex Clinical Commissioning Group (MECCG)
• PO and FW attended a MECCG Patient Representative Group meeting where it was 

announced that a small increase in funding has been agreed by the government for 
Mid Essex, conditional upon £15.7m of savings being made this year. Consultations 
on the savings will include areas such as maternity. 

• KF said it was very encouraging to hear that Beauchamp House PPG have been 
complimented by the MECCG as a result of the letter sent by FW.

-

b) National Association for Patient Participation (NAPP)

DW said there is currently an online survey regarding repeat prescriptions. Also the 
cheque sent by the PPG to NAPP has not been cashed. DW will endeavour to pay by 
card and KF said the money would be reimbursed.

DW

c) Grants from Provide

KF- No further forward. However, new contact Chris Summers is working on behalf of 
all local practices and a meeting is scheduled for 29/7/15 to pursue matters.e KF

To be carried over and hopefully closed off in September KF

KF said 250 patients have been written to informing them of the support being provided 
by facilitators within the “Type 2 Together”.group, which is self run and away from the 
surgery

-
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11. Self check-in screen 

12. Friends & Family Test 

13. NAPP (National Association for Patient Participation) www.napp.org.uk/latestebulletins.html 

14. Forthcoming NHS or Practice changes & announcements 

KF advised that there are software issues with the system, particularly when two 
appointments are booked in the same period, ie one with a doctor and one with a nurse. 
KF working to resolve problem.

KF

• KF provided figures for June which showied 92% likely or extremely likely; 0% 
neutral; & 8% were unlikely, extremely unlikely, or “don’t know” from115 responses 
received. 

• KF mentioned that patients are reluctant to fill in the form because they think it will 
result in an increase in patient numbers which they don’t want. 

• Three patients who said they would not recommend the practice gave reasons as 
follows; 

• No weekend appointments, appointments difficult to get, long wait in crowded waiting 
room to see a doctor. 

• Requested modern opening hours-weekends 
• No bike rack (there are rings available for bikes). Bike rack being considered. 

Although it would only cost £100 the cost of having it fixed and providing signage may 
prove prohibitive.

KF

• Updated previously (see item number 8). -

• Two doctors, having completed their training, are leaving the practice and two new 
registrars will be joining, one female doctor, who will be at the practice for a year and 
one male doctor who will be at the practice for six months.

-

• CQC visiting is taking place locally and a visit will be made by March if it is not made 
in Augusts, which seems likely. PPG involvement will be requested as part of the 
CQC check.

-

• PROVIDE in partnership with the surgery will be offering support to smokers by 
telephone, which has been well received in other areas where it has been tried. -
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15. Mid Essex Clinical Commissioning Group (MECCG) 

16. Leaflets for Carers 

MECCG recorded their thanks to FW for the letter she sent to Simon Burns. 
CCG are looking at three areas, EOL-End of life care, LTC-Long term conditions and 
Frailty, PO ask if anyone can contribute from their experience?

Core

FW and PO attended the Representative Group meeting. CQC would like us all to be 
clustered. SWF have been operating as such for two years and Maldon have just started. 
There are 35 practices in the Chelmsford area. CCG acknowledge that some practices do 
not want this and feedback is being sought.

Core

A presentation was made by the Pharmacy director at the meeting. He pointed out that 
£50m is being spent on drugs out of an annual budget of £420m. Ten per cent of this 
could be saved if patients didn’t order certain drugs that they already had a stock pile of, 
eg paracetamol. Unless drugs are returned at the time of collection any returns have to 
be destroyed which is a big waste. A “Tool Kit” is being proposed to help with this problem 
and Whitley House surgery are helping with the project with the aim of fine tuning it.

-

Senior nurses at Broomfield A & E started operating a daytime triage trial in March. This 
has resulted in fewer admissions to A & E with people being referred back to their GP in a 
number of cases. They will phone and speak to GP’s in certain cases as well.

-

DNA”s are still a problem. DNA’s are a common problem for GP surgeries, with one 
surgery in Witham having 300 per week. That surgery has been sending out letters to 
repeat offenders, including the threat of expelling the patient from the surgery. These 
letters have resulted in an aggressive response from those receiving them. The local 
media have been highlighting the problem in the hope of creating a change in behaviour. 
Beauchamp House do send out letters as well.

-

KF 

TB 
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17. Any Other Business 

18. Meeting closed at 20.40pm  

19. Dates of next meetings - all at 7pm, at Beauchamp House Surgery.  

Tuesday 29 Sept 2015 

Tuesday 24 Nov 2015 

Tuesday 26 Jan 2016 

Tuesday 22 Mar 2016 

Tuesday 24 May 2016 

a) Prescriptions: BF said her mum was given a hospital prescription on a Saturday 
afternoon when the hospital pharmacy was closed. Lloyds Pharmacy refused it and 
although Boots eventually dispensed it, but it had to be paid for. HE said that although 
the hospital pharmacy was closed there would have been staff at the back and was 
surprised it was not dispensed by them. HE suggested the matter be taken up with 
PALS. BF asked if there was a central place where out of hours pharmacies were 
listed? KF said a list was received over Bank Holidays and although not sure where, 
KF thought a resource list would be in existence and she would enquire further. PO 
said he would email CCQ to express concern that hospital prescriptions had to be 
paid for and were not easy to obtain.  It was also mentioned that for those with 
complex medication needs it is possible to have drugs in sealed containers, blister 
packs (available via Boots and others no doubt) .                                                                         

KF 
PO

b) Allocation of appointments: TB enquired whether there were more appointments 
available in the morning session compared to the others? KF said that there were 
slightly more due to GP’s having afternoons off when they have their half days and 
evening appointments are weighted towards emergencies. TB said this made things 
difficult for those with work restrictions. KF Although there is an out of area scheme 
this is very limited but appointments can be booked in advance both by phone and on 
line (PO-availability online is very limited and disappointing). The new phone system 
provides call analysis which is revealing some interesting data. Monday mornings, 
lunchtimes and Friday afternoons are the busy times. The practice receives 45 calls 
per hour on average, 10.5 hours per day. This data will help the practice make 
adjustments to deal with peak periods. Future government requirements are changing 
the percentage of online appointments that need to be available. More information 
should be available at the next meeting.

KF

c) Online service: CP asked whether repeat prescriptions could be ordered for an 11 
year old on-line? KF advised that access by proxy is possible and a password can be 
provided. At age 14 the individual would be asked to change the password if they still 
wanted to continue the online service for their own direct use.

-
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